True or False
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A closer look at how separate processes affect spend efficiency
reveals a variety of undesirable consequences. Lack of an
integrated process creates disconnect between the sales and
supply

MYTH

chain

teams,

leading

to

missed

opportunities,

underperforming promotions and additional costs. Sales may
plan a campaign with a certain expectation for the volume it will
drive, but the supply chain, operating on a different set of

Trade Promotion Management (TPM) is
just another stand-alone business process
that can easily be managed with our
in-house tools such as spreadsheets.
As long as we’re not overspending our
budgets and retaining our market share,
TPM doesn’t really impact the rest of the
business processes.

expectations, may place inadequate or excess inventory into
distribution, leading to wasted dollars.
When companies are unable to check wastage, they begin to
view trade promotion inefficiency as a cost of doing business.
This is even more dangerous as it can lead to additional
inefficiencies such as deduction errors and unscrupulous
behavior. Some companies shy away from trade promotion
opportunities due to lack of visibility, thereby missing revenue
and brand enhancement opportunities.

REALITY

But this is changing rapidly. Companies are moving fast towards
adoption of “best of breed” integrated trade promotion
planning processes and solutions.
A seamless, integrated approach to promotion planning
eliminates costly compromises and helps CPG companies take
advantage of data to greatly enhance the productivity of their
trade promotion dollars. A unified trade promotion planning
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business process is anchored in an integrated technology
platform. Solutions such as Promax PX are closed loop
solutions that enable meaningful interaction among all the
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different business functions that are party to trade promotions
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planning and execution processes.

At many CPG companies, promotion planning, volume planning
and annual business planning are executed via separate
mechanisms with varying levels of sophistication. Each of these
areas often uses its own distinct metrics, resulting in three sets
of predictions for volume, revenue and spend, with only a
distant relationship to one another. An attempt to reconcile the
differences inevitably requires compromise and often results in
inherent inaccuracy, which may cause inefficiently executed
trade promotions and wasted dollars.

“Companies with an upgraded TPM
strategy saw 80% better gross
margin and 121% better revenue
uplift from their promotions”

— Aberdeen Research, Sept. 2012
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